Washington State University
User Submitted Job Processing Through CA-7

User → Natural Program
  | Job Name
  | Submit JCL
  | DSname
  ↓
  | GNDU4516
  | Run
  | RUN-NOW = “Y”
  ↓
  | GNDU4515
  | 1st Record
  | GDG Dsname
  ↓
  | GNDU4507
  | Allocate GDG
  | JCL
  ↓
  | PRDCTRL.USERDELY.
  | JCL
  ↓
  | OR
  | PRDCTRL.USERJOBS.
  | JCL

END.CERT. SHARED.JCLLIB OR WYLSD.PUBL.
RUNDECK

JCL → END.PROD.
SHARED.JCLLIB
→ DPO1.UCC7.
JCLLIB

GNDU4516 → DPS830
→ Dmnd
into
CA-7

DPS831
→ Executes

CA-7 Schedule Scan

GNDU2103
→ Schedule Scan

Each Table Entry
→ Get DSN Table

GNDU4516
→ Allocate GDG

DPS830
→ Run

Dmnd
into
CA-7

User Job
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